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Association of Schools Advancing Health Professions (ASAHP) Scholarship of Excellence
Bethany Williams, PhD Allied Health Sciences/Nutritional Sciences

Association of Schools Advancing Health Professions (ASAHP) Elwood Scholar
Bethany Williams, PhD Allied Health Sciences/Nutritional Sciences

Midwest Association of Allied Health Deans of Academic Health Centers Legacy Scholarship
Johana Jarosova, Nutritional Sciences M.A.

Alpha Eta Society
Jayden Williams Sarabia, Rodenberg Memorial Scholarship Award for Outstanding Student

Convocation Banner Carriers
U.S. Flag – Abigail White
State Flag – Anna Fitzpatrick
OU Flag – Alaina Nash
College Banner – Peyton Allen
AHS Banner – Kimberly Veirs
CSD Banner – Alyssa Windom
MIRS Banner – Anna Omanovic
NS Banner – Melissa Henniger
RS Banner – Taylor Mugnier

Commencement Banner Carrier for College of Allied Health
Peyton Allen

Student Association Officer Service Awards
Peyton Allen, President
Jayden Williams, Vice President-Oklahoma City
Kaitlen Goddard, Vice President-Tulsa
Emily Cornett, Secretary
Emily Bennett, Treasurer

Student Association Scholarship
Andrea Allison, Doctor of Physical Therapy program
Meghan Barrett, Master of Occupational Therapy program
Emily Bennett, Bachelor of Science in Communication Sciences & Disorders program
Siera Freeman, Doctor of Physical Therapy program
Chelsea Kress, Master of Occupational Therapy program
Bethany Williams, Doctor of Philosophy – Nutritional Sciences program
Jayden Williams, Bachelor of Science in Communication Sciences & Disorders program
Teacher of the Year
  Jeff Berry
  posthumous

Dean's Award for Academic Excellence (4.0 Medallion)
  Anna Fitzpatrick, Sonography
  Samantha Mills, Communication Sciences
  Emily Pollman, Communication Sciences
  Hanna Stanton, Nutritional Sciences
  Kelsey Yeagle, Communication Sciences

Dean's Award for Academic Excellence in a Professional Program (4.0 CAH Medallion)
  Melissa Henniger, Dietetics
  Alaina Nash, Speech-Language Pathology
  Tierani Richardson, Speech-Language Pathology
  Abigail White, Speech-Language Pathology

*= 4.0 entire academic career

Dean's Award for Excellence in Clinical Practice
  Caitlyn Mathews, Audiology
  Katy Litton, Clinical Dietetics
  Pahoua Moua, Nuclear Medicine
  Mitchell White, Occupational Therapy
  Kayla Lovell, Physical Therapy
  Rilee Spence, Radiation Therapy
  Jennifer Lupton, Radiography
  Brianna Goodwin, Sonography
  Courtney Green, Speech-Language Pathology

Rudeen Research Enhancement Award for Excellence in Research
  Not awarded in 2020 due to Research Day being cancelled.

Research and Creativity Grants
  Tier I: none
  Tier II: Kate Bryne, Katelyn Harris (RS)
  Tier III: Melissa Henniger (NS)
  Tier IV: Martha Blaess, Bethany Williams (NS)

Alumni Leadership Award for the Outstanding First Year Student
  Raghuveer Chandrashekhar

Robert M. Bird Society Award
  Lewis Baumgardner
College of Allied Health Bill Elam Graduate Student Scholarship
   Roshini Sathiaseelan

Brett and Mindy Lee Endowed Scholarship
   Preston Tollers

Health Care Employers’ Scholarship
   Meghan Barrett, Occupational Therapy
   Lewis Baumgardner, Physical Therapy
   Chelsea Kress, Occupational Therapy
   Preston Tollers, Physical Therapy
   Jayden Williams, Communication Sciences & Disorders

Crimson Club
   Jenni Burzycki
   Cassidy Towe

HSC Sooner Standard
   Miranda Bartheld
   Landry Briscoe
   Sophia Dillon
   Melissa Henniger
   Karlee Howard
   Kevin Huang
   Yijin Liang
   Justina Mayer
   Sarah Patel
   Taylor Sweeney
   Jayden Williams
   Rachel Zumstein

Allied Health Ambassadors 2019-2020
   Bayan Abdallat
   Janette Armenta
   Lewis Baumgardner
   Angelina Curiel
   Kevin Dale
   Holly Davis
   Mackenzie Davis
   Anna Fitzpatrick
   Haley Hampton
   Kael Harrison
   Whitney Haughey
   Haylee Hoock
   Maddie Jacobs
   Kelsey Jarolim
Caili Jester  
Sierra Kash  
Sara Maali  
Gustavo Martinez  
Taylor Mugnier  
Anna Omanovic  
Shi Qing Ong  
Alexis Petty  
Brooke Pylant  
Analee Stallings  
Alyssa Windom

**Allied Health Ambassador 2020 Graduates**

Janette Armenta  
Lewis Baumgardner  
Kevin Dale  
Holly Davis  
Anna Fitzpatrick  
Sierra Kash  
Taylor Mugnier  
Anna Omanovic  
Alyssa Windom

**Health Sciences Center Multicultural Student Awards**

Younes Rebbaj  
Jayden Williams

**Regents’ Award for Outstanding Junior**

Mackenzie Davis

**Health Sciences Center College of Allied Health Outstanding Student Leader**

Taylor Sweeney

**OU Parents’ Association Outstanding Senior in the College of Allied Health**

Katie Rock

**Alpha Eta**

Student Initiates  
**Communication Sciences & Disorders:** Kristen Barton, Samantha Mills, Alaina Nash, Emily Pollman, Tierani Richardson, Taylor Sweeney, Abigail White, Jayden Williams

**Medical Imaging & Radiation Sciences:** Cathryn Brown, Anna Fitzpatrick, Brianna Goodwin, Anna Omanovic, Wendy Ramirez, Ben Sampson, Tiara Scott, Mesha Smith

**Nutritional Sciences:** Jacob Demecillo, Derek Fiacco, Sarah Hansen, Melissa Henniger, Johana Jarosova, Marina Lorenzo, Abbie Pierce, Emily Stinner
Rehabilitation Sciences: Katherine Byrne, Michele Caldwell, Lydia Hilton, Peyton Joines, Hayley Komrij, Randye Sharp, Jacob Stotler, Natalie Wansick, Jacob Ward, Desirae Woodford

Faculty Initiates
Elizabeth Hile, Andrew John, Suzanne Kimball

Department of Allied Health Sciences
None

Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders

Shelley Campbell Beall Scholarship
   Allison Marx

Will Rogers Foundation Scholarship
   Sophia Dillon
   Alexandra Falkner
   Jessica Huddleston
   Kourtney Kaufman
   Peter Keates
   Chaydee Lawless
   Ketevan Mdzinarishvili
   Jin Hyung Park
   Bailey Simon
   Analee Stallings
   Sarah Thompson
   Kennedy Wilson

Sooner Heritage Scholarship
   Alaina Nash

United Way Hearing Aid Bank Scholarship
   Jacobi Clark
   Natalie Emmons

John W. Keys Speech & Hearing Foundation Scholarship
   Haley Kuck
   Jordan Liddell

Oklahoma Speech-Language-Hearing Association Scholarship
   Taylor Sweeney

Oklahoma Speech-Language-Hearing Association Donald T Counihan Award
   Tierani Richardson

OKLEND Interns
Courtney Green
Isabella Hillerby
Jessica Huddleston
Claire Schwarz

American Speech-Language-Hearing Association Foundation Scholarship
Courtney Green

**Department of Medical Imaging & Radiation Sciences**

**Professor Jeffery L. Berry Memorial Scholarship**
Jennifer Lupton
Anna Omanovic

**Jerry Jeskey Scholarship in Radiography**
Camri Faulkenberry
Anna Omanovic

**Doris Hayes/Hazzard Family Scholarship**
Emily Longbrake

**Medical Imaging & Radiation Sciences Outstanding Senior Award**
**Nuclear Medicine:** Peyton Allen
**Radiation Therapy:** Cathryn Brown
**Radiography:** Mesha Smith
**Sonography:** Anna Fitzpatrick

**Department of Nutritional Sciences**

**LEND Leadership Program Scholars**
Johana Jarosova

**Oklahoma Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics Scholarship**
Blair Hayes

**Food and Nutrition Conference and Expo Outstanding Abstract**
Yong Zhou

**American Society of Nutrition, Aging, and Chronic Disease Research Interest Section**
**2019 Emerging Leaders Poster Competition – 2nd Place**
Jennifer Morrison

**Nutritional Sciences Alumni Scholarship**
Hanna Stanton
Olivia Weaver
Nutritional Sciences Dietetic Internship Alumni Scholarship
   Shelah Cooper
   Jane Haas
   Nayely Lezama

Marinell Friday Guild Clinical Dietetics Scholarship
   Nicole Golinski

Shirley Enders Smith Scholarship in Nutrition
   Roshini Sathiaseelan
   Meghan Tizzano

Frances O. Hazzard Dietetic Scholarship in the Department of Nutritional Science
   Angelina Curiel

Mary Green Lovelace Scholarship in the Department of Nutritional Sciences
   Marissa Gregurek

Department of Rehabilitation Sciences

Excellence in Anatomy Award
   Hailey Chamberlin
   Kally Gordon

Albert Schweitzer Fellows, Tulsa Chapter
   Reagan Collins
   Hartley Russell

LEND Leadership Program Scholars
   Emily Fox
   Katelyn Harris
   Ashley Harvey
   Tiffany Hopp
   Leah McDonald
   Tierra Takyi
   Natalie Wansick
   Brittany Wheeler

Martha J. Ferretti Scholarship in Rehabilitation Sciences
   Siera Freeman
   Kaylee Peterson

Ronnie K. Irani Center for the Creation of Economic Wealth Internship
   Kylie Trujillo

OUHSC Interprofessional Education (IPE) Clinical Scholars
   Lacey Allen
Kate Byrne
Paige Caldwell
Catherine Conover
Grace Eckstrom
Hailey Feland
Maddie Foote
Ashlyn Gardner
Mallory Gatlin
Bethanie Head
Chelsea Kress
Gustavo Martinez
Dar Patel
Katie Taylor

Association of Student Delegates for the American Occupational Therapy Leadership Award
Juanita Hinckley

Student Occupational Therapy Association Leadership Recognition
Taylor Barrick

The American Occupational Therapy Foundation Scholarship
Landry Briscoe

US Department of Education, OSEP Grant Scholar - Expanding Beyond Inclusion: Participation Project
Lacey Allen
Holland Carson
Abigail Hammons
Cody Humes
Toan Nguyen
Mary Schwager

CAH 2019-2020 Student Seed Grant with Dr. Beth DeGrace
Kate Byrne
Katelyn Harris

Occupational Therapy Scholarship for Excellence in Academics and Service
Mallory Gatlin
Kelsey Ladenburger

Nancy L. Olsmith Endowed Scholarship
Chelsea Kress
Ashley Rankin
Mary Shaffer
Friends of Toby Hamilton Scholarship
Shelby Dickerson
Kambri Gabel
Atmiyata Patel

Alice Sowers Scholarship
Natalie Wansick
Jacob Ward

Jill Pitman Jones Scholarship
Academic Excellence: Rebecca Bell, Taylor Lee, Ashlyn Thompson
Leadership: Audrey Estes, Preston Tollers
Contributions as a Future Professional: Kristin Henson, Kaitlin Lutz
Community Engagement: Landon Prather

Mark Acker Memorial Scholarship
Natalie Wansick
Taber Kaspereit

Bruce Hawkins Scholarship
Raven Gaddis

Elam-Plowman Physical Therapy Scholarship
Kevin Dale

Jeannette Gimenez Holmes Scholarship
Randye Knott

Susan and Greg Krall Physical Therapy Scholarship
Christina Whisenhunt

Thelma Pedersen Physical Therapy Scholarship
Brett Chase
Mary Hart
Preston Tollers

Mark Anderson Scholarship
Raven Gaddis

Physical Therapy Alumni Scholarship
Stillman Brown
Caroline Wagner

Graham and Kelly Reeve Endowed Scholarship
Shi Qing Ong